Or how to invest in a Covid-19 immune business while
helping to restore California’s only desert sea.

Essential businesses as defined by the Federal
Government do not shut down even when Covid-19
surges. We are part of three essential businesses

Our cash business is purified Sea Salt. The ancillary benefit of our
business is pure water. The necessary co-location context of our business
is renewable geothermal and/or solar thermal energy.

Basic Concept: Extract hypersaline water from the Salton Sea. Use geothermal heat and power to separate Salton Sea
water into distilled water, purified salt, and a small volume of mixed salt brine. Sell purified salt, and possibly gypsum
and sodium sulfate. Return distilled water for local use in environmental restoration. Use mixed salt brine in salinity
gradient solar ponds for extra process heat.

Sell Purified Salt to
Domestic Market

Return Clean Water to
Environmental Use

Geothermal
Heat & Power

Salton Sea
6% salts

Water
Salt
Brine

Solar Process Heat for Salt
& Brine Concentration

Salt in moderation is an essential
dietary requirement. It’s used in all the
great kitchens of the world. A dash of
salt brings out the flavor in fine foods.
As our Salton Sea mermaid says,
“Salty is Sexy”.
The oceans of the world provide the
largest resource of salt, nearly
inexhaustible. But the traditional
process of evaporating sea salt uses
vast amounts of coastal land with a
cost in dollars and to the environment.
Our sea salt product is sourced from the desert Sea
of Southern California. It does not use any valuable
coastal land. More importantly our unique process
provides a benefit to the environment by removing
salinity that is killing the Salton Sea ecosystem.

Our process produces pure water distilled from the Salton Sea. One would think the
water would be the valuable product. But, at $20 per acre foot, raw Colorado River
water is very cheap locally and water is very expensive to move long distances.
Since desalinated water cannot compete in the local market, can the waste product
of most desalination processes (salt) provide an superior source of revenue?

Refined sodium chloride is worth over 100 times more than desalinated water ton for
ton. The Salton Sea is hyper-saline already at 65 g/liter TDS. Roughly four million
metric tons of salt come into the Salton Sea annually from rivers and agricultural
drains. The supply is abundant, but it needs purification. Because the value of salt is
100 times higher than water it becomes practical to ship it out to domestic markets
by truck or rail. Cost effective purification of Salton Sea salt can be the revenue core
of a profitable business where pure water is a bonus to give back to the environment
to help preserve a vital fish and bird ecosystem.
Data Source: USGS and SDCWA
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•
•

US Refined Salt price $220/ metric ton in 2019
US Solar Salt price $120/ metric ton in 2019
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Where clean water is available, life
thrives. The Salton Sea has long been
a critical habitat for birds on the Pacific
Flyway. In prehistory this desert basin
was repeatedly flooded with Colorado
River Water and full of fish and birds.
The population of fish and birds are
now in rapid decline due to quickly
rising salinity. This is caused by the
fact the Salton Sea is a terminal lake
more than 200 feet below sea level.
Water and salt flow in, water alone
evaporates, leaving the salt behind.
We return salt free clean water to the Salton Sea
ecosystem. Our thermal distillation process is not free,
but the value of the pure salt extracted pays for it. Our
customers will know that every pinch of salt they use
restores a pint of clean water. A pint for a pinch of salt.
Photos: Tom Sephton and JJ Phillips Photography
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The Salton Sea water resource is
abundant and available. More
importantly, it’s loaded with salt.
Our Pilot Project site is at one of the
world’s best geothermal resources on
the south shore of the Salton Sea,
California’s largest lake.
The distillation equipment is installed
within a geothermal plant adjacent to the
Salton Sea. The technology has been
tested with Salton Sea water for more
than a decade. We use low pressure
geothermal steam as a heat source to
efficiently distill Salton Sea water. We
use a specially developed membrane
process to purify the salt in the lake
water before distillation & crystallization.
Source LLNL.Salton Sea Basin Study 2008

•

Source

Quantity
(MAF)

Cost (per
Acre Foot)

Salinity
(g/lit TDS)

Authority

Colorado
River Import

2.4 – 3.2
annual flow

$20 - $85

0.07-0.09

IID

Agricultural
Drain Flows

1 – 0.7
annual flow

None set

0.3 – 0.4

IID

Salton Sea

5.3 declining None set

65 rising

Not clear

Ground
Water

14.4 stable

1.8 - 10

IC, IID, and
Landowner

None set

Conclusion: The Salton Sea is the best local surface water resource for salt.
There is no major local customer likely to pay the cost of distilling Salton Sea
water for sale with raw Colorado River water rates as low as $20 per acre foot.
There are potential customers in adjacent regions, but that would require water
trading and/or conveyance and should alleviate, not exacerbate the decline of the
Salton Sea. The Salton Sea ecosystem is already damaged by rapidly rising
salinity. While counterintuitive, it makes sense to give desalinated water back to
the environment. That will support the restoration of critical wildlife habitat with
pure water supply.
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The Imperial Valley, CA is one of the world’s
best resources for geothermal energy. The
geothermal field on the south shore of the
Salton Sea is the hottest, most productive
geothermal resource in the area. We locate
there for the heat to distill Salton Sea water.
The waste product of most desalination
processes is high salinity brine. A waste
product for a standard desalination process
is a renewable energy resource for our
process. After separating marketable salts,
we will concentrate the brine to produce
solar heat in a salinity gradient solar pond.

Our process can also use concentrating
solar power as a primary heat source.
Parabolic trough arrays can produce
more than enough heat to supply the
distillation process, and power for pumps.

• Project is expected to be profitable a year after commencing operation
• Construction financing is based on 30 year loans paid at 8% interest
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• Balance refined and solar salt production with market demand
• Distilled water produced is available for habitat restoration projects
© Sephton Water Technology, Inc 2020

• Geothermal steam and power priced based on prior rate quoted
• New quotations and/or price escalators may change estimates
© Sephton Water Technology, Inc 2020

Source: VTE Project 2018

Build one 15 Effect
5 MGD VTE-MED
plant to concentrate
brine from ion
separation process
reject. Use waste
geothermal steam
supply for process
heat and purchase
power for pumping
from geothermal
operators.

Source: VTE Project 2013

Source: VTE Project 2013

Source: VTE Project 2013

One large commercial 60
effect 20 MGD VTE-MED
plant with salt production
and salinity gradient solar
ponds can in time remove up
to 25% of the total four
million metric tons of salt
coming into the Salton Sea
each year from agricultural
drainage and other flows.
Four plants could remove all
of it. That would put salinity
in balance.
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•

The Large Commercial Scale Salton Sea Salt Business needs to be proven at a small pilot scale now
to provide confidence to deep pocket investors to secure private investment or construction loans.

•

A very small amount of purified Salton Sea salt was produced during 2009-2010 pilot testing, by
serendipity. The test results prove it can be done. Subsequently we came up with the high efficiency
VTE-MED technology. Purified salt can be produced at a small commercial scale to yield a profit now
while optimizing the technology and developing marketing leads for a large commercial scale
operation in the future.

•

Other companies are successful at online retail marketing of specialty salt products at very high
markup over bulk salt prices. We have a unique environmental protection story to tell.

SaltWorks – Americas Sea Salt Company

San Francisco Salt Company

6% Salt

Salton Sea
Brine lake

Ion separation salt
purifying system

Pusher centrifuge
de-watering unit
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VTE Pilot Plant geothermal distillation
and salt brine concentration system

Fluid bed salt dryer

Package and sell
purified salt online

The salt marketing campaign and product packaging will feature a mermaid logo making a psychological
connection to the sea, to a concept of quality, and to the mystical benefits that many consumers think
they get from gourmet salt products like the premium products offered by the San Francisco Salt
Company and from SaltWorks / America’s Sea Salt Company. There will also be an ecological benefit
story other salt producers cannot offer due to the clean water returned for aquatic habitat restoration.
© Sephton Water Technology, Inc. 2020

Source: VTE Project 2020

Capital costs are based on quotations
from the surplus and new equipment
market for the equipment that needs to
be added to the already installed VTE
Pilot Plant in order to purify, dry,
package, and sell salt extracted from
the Salton Sea.
Operating costs include the cost of
printed bags and other packaging
materials, the cost of one full time and
one half time person off site to package
and sell salt, the cost of propane to heat
air to 300°C to dry salt in a fluid bed
dryer and the cost of electricity to run all
pumps, motors, and control systems.
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